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Only switches with input buffers offer the possibility to handle effectively the large and full-rate 
bursts that arise from the transport of data traffic and the burst accumulation within large ATM 
networks. Efficient contention resolution mechanisms are necessary to prevent output blocking 
in these input buffered switch architectures and to allow a fair and waste-free utilization of the 
switch. 
This paper first reviews the different types of existing contention resolution mechanisms and 
shows their limits concerning fairness, scalability, and the possibility to support switching of 
multicast and prioritized cell streams. Then a new approach is presented that achieves an abso
lutely fair and efficient contention resolution on the cell level by using modified LAN medium 
access control (MAC) protocols. The requirements that a MAC protocol has to accomplish are 
investigated and the excellent performance (using an adapted version of the CRMA-11 MAC pro
tocol) of the proposed approach is shown. Finally native extensions toward the integration of 
multicast and prioritized traffic are given and it is demonstrated how this architecture can easily 
be scaled up to coordinate switches with throughputs of several Terabits per second. 
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1 Introduction 
During the last few years the application scenarios of ATM have changed dramatically. At the 
beginning the primary intention of ATM was the bandwidth-effective replacement of existing 
synchronous multiplexing hierarchies. By now it seems however that the biggest part of ATM 
traffic will be data traffic, i.e. ATM is going to be used increasingly for extending, replacing, and 
connecting the so called legacy LANs (802.x, FDDI). 

The consequences of this development on switching architectures and their buffering strategies 
are no more neglectable: the switching and multiplexing of classic voice and video channels re
quires no big buffering efforts. So the switch concepts of the first years of the ATM life cycle 
focused on methods for reducing the connectivity expenses within the switch core (Ahmadi, H. 
and Denzel, W., 1989). And the performance analysts of that era used uncorrelated (i.e. non
bursty, bernoulli) traffic sources for exercising their models. But with the deployment of avail
able bit rate (ABR) services for data traffic at large bandwidth delay products buffering strategies 
for ATM switches become increasingly important. Huge cell bursts will have to be managed by 
the switches during the reaction gaps of the data sources. And quite low cell loss guaranties have 
to be met in order not to disturb higher layer data communication protocols (ATM Forum, 1994). 
Corresponding simulation models have to use bursty traffic sources. At the same time future ATM 
switches will be confronted with the tasks of video distribution and handling different services 
classes so that multiple levels of priority and multicast traffic will have to be supported. 
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After reviewing buffering and buffer management strategies proposed in the literature shortly 
in the next section this paper presents a new buffer management scheme based on LAN medium 
access protocols that accomplishes all the requirements mentioned above. Two well known high 
speed LAN MAC protocols (CRMA-II and DQDB) are investigated concerning their suitability 
for the coordination of input buffered ATM switches. The resulting fairness is demonstrated and 
the delay throughput performance is compared to that of an ideal (output buffered) switch and 
a rate based control approach. Then a straightforward extension is shown that allows the coor
dination of an arbitrary and varying number of priority and multicast classes. Finally imple
mentation, feasibility, and scalability aspects are considered. 

2 ATM Buffering and Contention Resolution Strategies 
ATM switches have to deal increasingly with highly bursty and asymmetric client-server data 
traffic and have to absorb large bursts during the reaction gaps of ABR controlled end systems 
(within networks with large bandwidth delay products). While it was shown thatthe best through
put delay performance can be achieved by pure output buffering (Hluchyj, M.G. and Karol, M. 
J., 1988) this strategy is simply not applicable to large numbers of switch ports and asymmetric 
load scenarios (Simcoe, R. J. and Pei, T.-B., 1995): in this case a relatively small speed-up of 
the output buffers (in the order of 4 to 8, s. e.g. Karol, M. J. et al., 1987) of the input bit rate, that 
was found to be sufficient in the case of symmetric load scenarios with bernoulli sources, no long
er results in sufficiently low levels of cell loss so that the loss now becomes highly dependent on 
the applied load pattern. Shared memory buffering used by most current generation ATM swit
ches (Garcia-Haro, J. and Jajszczyk, A., 1994) suffers not only from the fact that the necessary 
speed of the common buffer limits the maximum number of ports per switching module. The size 
of the common buffer is also severely limited since it has to be implemented on the (full custom) 
switch ASIC. Thus the only feasible buffering strategy is to use large input buffers that can easily 
be implemented at line speed. 

Another problem arises from the need to coordinate the input buffers, i.e. to determine during 
each Tceu which of the contending input buffers is allowed to send a cell to a certain output. The 
main requirements for the contention resolution mechanism are: 
• fair arbitration between contending inputs; 

waste-free operation (the max. switch throughput has to be impaired as less as possible); 
mechanisms for handling multicast and prioritized traffic; 

• low implementation costs; 
• independence from the special implementation of the switch core; 
• scalability (i.e. a large maximum number of ports that can be coordinated). 
Several contention resolution principles have been proposed in the past: 

2.1 Usage of a Central Scheduler 
Often the decision which input buffer may send a cell to which output port is taken by a central 
scheduling engine (s. figure 1, Obara, H., 1991, Matsunaga, H. and Uematsu, H., 1991). During 

Figure 1: Centralized scheduling. 
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Figure 2: Output scheduling. 
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each T.:eu it first receives information about all head of line (HOL) cells at all input buffers be
cause otherwise its decision would be based on outdated information. Then it uses certain algo
rithms (e.g. round robin or neural network based etc.) to determine the winners between contend
ing input buffers. This information is then transferred back to the input buffer control units that 
then at the end will send the corresponding cells into the switch kernel. Thus during the same T.:elt 
a large amount of information has to be transferred and processed. 

The scalability of this architecture is further limited if the input buffers are split into sub-buff
ers (one per switchoutputateachinput, s. e.g. LaMaire R. 0. and Serpanos, D. N., 1994) in order 
to prevent the HOL blocking effect present in simple FIFO input buffering solutions. Then the 
number of cells that have to be considered by the central scheduler rises with o(N'l), N being the 
switch size. Also the usage of time stamps for circumventing the strict FIFO order increases the 
control data transfer and processing requirements (Obara, H., 1991). 

2.2 Output Scheduling 
A way to alleviate this problem by parallelism is the so called output scheduling (figure 2, s. e.g. 
Main, J. and Sarkies, K., 1995). Here a smaller decision engine is placed at each output port. All 
inputs having a cell ready for transmission to a certain output send a request to that output. The 
output then randomly selects one of the requesting inputs and notifies it by a confirm message. 
Some inputs may have got two or more confirm messages from different outputs. Since they can 
send only one cell during T.:eu subsequent request-confirm rounds are necessary to allocate the 
excess confirm messages that those input returned to the outputs (a randomly chosen confirm is 
held back by each of the inputs). 
So this parallel procedure substitutes the transmission and processing speed requirements of the 
central scheduling solutions above by a corresponding amount of hardware: slow but many 
( o(N'l)) lines are necessary for connecting each input buffer controller (ffiC) with each output 
scheduler. Thus in a real systems an extra "switch" (maybe with its own contention resolution) 
is necessary for the transmission of the contention resolution information. 

2.3 Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation (DBA) 
The dynamic bandwidth allocation (DBA) (Worster, T. eta!., 1995) tries to reduce the hardware 
expenses for contention resolution by allocating cell transmission rates instead of transmission 
instants for single cells to the inputs (s. figure 3). Each statistical multiplexing unit (SMU) at the 
input of the switch core sends a bandwidth request to the scheduler within the SMU at the corre
sponding destination output if one of several thresholds has been exceeded within any of its sub
buffers. The output SMU then considers this request together with the requests from other inputs 
and sends back an acknowledge signal indicating the cell rate that the requesting SMU can use. 
Request and acknowledge messages are transmitted by ATM cells through the switch core. 

n.1...--~ 

Figure 3: Architecture of DBA. 
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Since only cell rates are coordinated the switch core must offer high speed buffering capabilities 
(nearly as an output buffered core). Furthermore a low efficiency of this approach is to be ex
pected since either a large amount of pay load cells are used for the transport of coordination mes
sages or the coordination itself will be rather slow and bandwidth wasting in the case of highly 
bursty traffic. These problems increase with the number of ports and if multicasts and priorities 
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are to be considered (the MUX I DEMUX solution for increasing the number of ports shown in 
figure 3 implies fairness problems at the output trunks A, B, etc.). 

2.4 Two-/ Three-Phase-Algorithms 
Another family of coordination mechanisms for input buffers, back again on the cell level, are 
the so called 2- or 3-phase-algorithms (s. e.g. Hui, J. Y. and Arthurs, E., 1987). But since they 
can only be used together with a special kind of switch core (Banyan network with a bidirectional
ly transmitting Batc~er sorter) they are not further considered in this paper. 

2.5 Ring Reservation 
A very promising approach for the coordination of input buffered ATM switches is the so called 
ring reservation (Bingham, B. and Bussey, H., 1988). A number of bit positions each controlling 
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Figure 4: Ring reservation: architecture and ring data structure (control bits). 

the sending of cells to a certain output (corresponding to the index ofthat bit) are clocked along 
a ring (a full rotation per 'Iceu) that connects all mCs (s. figure4). At the start of'Icell all bits have 
been set to "0" and an input can reserve for its HOL cell a sending opportunity for the next Tceu 
by successfully setting (from "0" to "1") the corresponding bit. 

The big advantage of this solution is the strong reduction of the necessary coordination traffic 
and I or the corresponding hardware expenses since for the access control only a neighbor-neigh
bor communication in one direction between the mcs has to be established. Splitting the input 
buffers internally into sub-buffers to avoid HOL blocking does not increase the necessary flow 
of coordination information. Neither a central controller is required nor are the core outputs in
volved in this communication. Further this mechanism is completely independent of the design 
of the core. 

But so far the fairness problem arising from the sequential probing of inputs has not been solved 
successfully. The upstream one of two neighboring mcs stays favored even if (as proposed in 
Bingham, B. and Bussey, H., 1988) the virtual origin ofthe bit frame is rotated (by a single me 
per Tceu) around the ring. Using a round robin mechanism by starting the search just behind the 
last serviced me for each output port is also not a solution to this problem. Not only the ring band
width would have to be doubled because now 2 rotations of the complete bit frame are required 
(since the sequence of the bit positions cannot be adapted) but also an unfairness in the case of 
coincidences (similar to that ofDQDB, s. below) would occur. Furthermore up to now no satisfy
ing native solution has been presented for the coordination of multicast and prioritized connec
tions. Multicast cells have to be duplicated before entering the switch core (e.g. Xerox Corp., 
1993) thus severely limiting the amount of multicast the switch can handle. Priorities can only 
be processed by rotating the bit frame a corresponding number of times per Tcell around the ring 
(each time coordinating a single priority level) thus inadequately increasing the ring bandwidth 
requirements. 
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3 Input Buffer Management Using LAN Medium Access Control Protocols 

3.1 Basic Principles and Requirements 
The idea behind this new solution for the buffer management problem is first to reduce the prom
ising idea of ring reservation to its main principle: to tie the authorization for sending a cell to 
the successful setting of a certain bit position on a serial line. But instead of rotating the origin 
of the bit frame in a ring like fashion the proposed buffer management scheme uses always a fixed 
origin (making the ring to a bus and leading to new possibilities for an efficient handling of multi
cast and prioritized traffic). The fairness between contending inputs is guaranteed then by 
adapted medium access control protocols for bus networks from the local area networks domain. 

Since the access of cells from theN switch inputs to each of theM outputs is controlled by its 
own medium access control this coordination system can be viewed as M virtual LAN s (VLAN s ). 
All these VLANs exist on the same serial medium (the bit positions corresponding to the con
trolled outputs) and comprise N stations. Each input buffer controller (IBC) then comprises M 
finite state machines (FSMs) each of them controlling the transmission of cells of a single sub
buffer to its corresponding switch output. 

The result is aLAN-switch hybrid system in the sense that the switched payload is still trans
mitted by input buffers into an ATM switch core but the coordination is done now by LAN s whose 
bandwidth requirements have been reduced to a mere transmission of the fairness information. 

Correspondingly the task of coordinating the cell stream from contending inputs can be consid-
ered to be split into three levels: 

The basic mechanism of preventing output blocking by the requirement to first set a bit before 
the corresponding cell can be transmitted. 
The superimposed medium access mechanism controlling the fair access of all inputs to all 
outputs. 

• Intended interferences into the fairness mechanism to provide efficient means for the hand-
ling of different kinds of traffic (multicast, priorities). 

The basic requirements the MAC protocol has to accomplish for each LAN in order to be suited 
for the coordination of input buffered ATM switches are: 
• Low processing overhead: M parallel MAC FSMs have to be implemented within each IBC. 

Low consumption of bandwidth for the transmission of MAC fairness information between 
the IBCs: each VLAN can only use a few bits per Tcell on the serial line. 
Slotted transmission structure: the fairness mechanism itself has to be based on the assign
ment of throughput in discrete quantities (cells respectively bit positions). 
The MAC protocol must be able to work on bus LANs since they show the same asymmetry 
of access as the IBC control line. 

• The MAC protocol must allow a full utilization of the LAN since no transmission capacity 
on a switch output is to be wasted (even if only one of the stations has traffic to transmit). 

The above requirements can only be met by MAC protocols originally designed for high-speed 
bus LANs. During the investigation of several of those protocols for this task it has been found 
that another requirement arises from the fact that theM VLANs are not fully independent from 
each other. The underlying effect is that the hardware implementations of the switch core and the 
input buffers severely limit the number of cells an input buffer can send into the switch core dur
ing a single Tcell• So called coincidence situations arise when an IBC is able to occupy more bit 
positions within a single Tcell than the maximum number of cells it can emit during the same Tcell· 
The consequence is that the MAC protocol cannot rely on the fact that an IBC is able to use all 
the opportunities for setting bits it has been allocated to by the MAC protocol in order to restore 
its fairness. 
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3.2 Cyclic Reservation Multiple Access (CRMA-11) 
Implemented on a dual bus topology a CRMA-11 (van As, H. et al., 1991) network consists of 
a fairness scheduler (located in one of the two bus headends) and two counterdirectional buses. 
The buses are used for the payload transport between the stations and for conveying fairness in
formation between the stations and the scheduler. Fairness is controlled in cycles that are initiated 
by a request frame emitted by the scheduler. The stations inform the scheduler about their fairness 
situation by entering into the request frame the actual number of slots pending within their trans
mission buffers and the number of slots transmitted since reception of the last request request 
frame . After the reception of the request frame (looped back by the other headend) the scheduler 
calculates a fairness threshold from the received values of the different buffer lengths and trans
mission counters (several algorithms have been proposed for this task in: van As, H. and Lemppe
nau, W. W., 1992, and Lemppenau, W. W. et al., 1993). The scheduler then emits a confirm frame 
containing the threshold value. At the reception of the confirm frame each station takes the ap
propriate measures to restore the fairness in a distributed manner: if its transmission count was 
above the threshold it defers a corresponding number of times its access to empty slots . Otherwise 
it is allowed to access a number of reserved slots issued by the scheduler. This number of confirms 
is the smaller value of either the difference between the threshold and the transmission count or 
the buffer length that it had previously informed the scheduler about. Before re-transmitting the 
confirm frame down the bus the station finally subtracts the threshold value from its transmission 
counter. Immediately following the emission of the confirm frame the scheduler generates anum
ber of slots that are marked as reserved and can only be used by stations having calculated a posi
tive number of confirms. So that the sum of marked slots equals the sum of confirms of all sta
tions. After that the scheduler starts a new fairness cycle by emitting the next request frame. 

In order to apply this cyclic fairness mechanism to the coordination of the IBCs the following 
"infrastructure" has to be provided between the IBCs (s. figure 5): 

cell inputJ .......- IBC >--Ill J I 
::: UU ·· U ·· ~~~.:~b"~U ··· U J I tlE~::'" 
.1 :-rore----- ---------- ::: ____ j _________ l 
Figure 5: Architecture for the coordination of /Bs by modif CRMA-ll. 

• A scheduler entity generating the bit positions for all the VLANs is placed within the first IBC 
(before its FSMs) at the origin of the serial line B that conveys the bit positions that control 
the access to the outputs. For an increased reliability of the system the scheduler FSM could 
be present in each of the IBCs (only the first one being active). 
Each bit position on B has to be complemented by a second bit showing the reservation state 
of the bit position. This second bit may either be conveyed by a parallel lineR (as shown in 
figure 5) or it could be time-multiplexed onto B. 
Finally a line Cis necessary for the transmission of fairness information (transmission count
ers and buffer length values) from the IBCs to the scheduler. The threshold values for the dif
ferent VLANs can be transmitted from the scheduler to the IBCs on the line B between the 
frames containing the bit positions. 
The duration 'fcycle of the scheduling cycles of the single VLANs is mainly determined by 
the time T; necessary for the transmission of the fairness information from the IBCs to the 
scheduler. At a switch size of 64x64 ports a T, below 2* 'feel/ per VLAN has been found to 
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be sufficient leading to a Tcycle in the order of 128 *T,u. If at much larger switch sizes a reduc
tion of 1i is desired a few parallel lines can be used for C. 

Also the CRMA-11 protocol itself has to be adapted to the task of coordinating switch IBCs by 
the following modifications: 
• The transmission counters are reset each cycle after notifying the scheduler about their values 

instead of decrementing them by the threshold value. Otherwise (depending on the difference 
between the loads of the single stations) the transmission counters would assume a large range 
of values (as in the original CRMA-11) and the resulting transmission time part (7i) ofT,;ycle 
would lead to a slowed down reaction (determined by Tcycte) of the fairness mechanism. 
The deferment of stations with excess throughput is no longer used since the IBCs are only 
able to defer the access on those bit positions that have not been marked as reserved. A spatial 
re-use of bit positions (as with the destination release in the original LAN) does no longer 
exist so that during the marking phase each marked bit position also works as a implicit defer
ment (of the IBCs that cannot access it). The usage of deferments also becomes unreliable 
if not enough unmarked bit positions exist. 
Since now only confirms can be used for the equalization of throughput the scheduling 
threshold has to be always equal to the largest transmission counter value. 

• At the beginning of the marking period each station pre-subtracts the number of calculated 
confirms from its transmission counter since they serve as the equalization of unfair through
put situations during the last cycle. Otherwise an IBC would be "punished" for the act of try
ing to get its fare share by accessing the reserved slots granted to him in this Tcycle· 

3.3 Distributed Queue Dual Bus (DQDB, IEEE 802.6) 
The distributed queue dual bus (s. e.g. Conti, M. and Lenzini, L., 1991) is usually the first MAC 
one comes to think of when looking for high-speed bus LANs. The fairness ofthe transmissions 
on one unidirectional bus is controlled by the emission of transmission requests in the opposite 
direction so that a global queue of data slots (not more than one per station) to be scheduled for 
transmission (by all stations) on a bus is constructed by implicitly considering the position of the 
stations. 

Applying this fairness scheme to the control of the IBs in an ATM switch a topology similar 
to that of figure 5 (without the scheduler and line C) results where the lineR is used this time to 
transfer the requests (each again a bit position) in the opposite direction. So for each of theM 
VLANs a distributed queue (DQ) is constructed for the transmission of cells to that output. 

Complications arise in the case of coincidences when a IBC is in the HOL position of more than 
one DQ at the same time but can emit only one of the corresponding cells into the core. It has to 
pass the other sending opportunities to the downstream stations that were originally behind the 
losing station in the DQ: the DQ mechanism is severely disturbed resulting an unfair throughput 
behaviour. The number of places a station has to go back or advances within the DQ depends on 
the actual load pattern and the coincidence situation of the stations. Each single station cannot 
asses the actual throughput situation (i.e. its own throughput compared to that of every other sta
tion) on its own. Thus a distributed reconstitution of fairness (as in the case of the bandwidth man
ager in large DQDB networks) is not possible. 

In the CRMA-11 solution the scheduler compares each scheduling cycle the throughput values 
of the different IBCs on the different VLANs and is able to fully equalize throughput losses 
caused by coincidence situations within the regular scheduling. The result is an absolute fairness 
even at overload and asymmetric load situations (s. figures below). 
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4 Simulation Results 
Each of the plots has been derived by time discrete process-oriented simulations at the cell level. 
Figures 6 and 7 compare the fairness behavior of DQDB and (modified) CRMA-ll in the case 
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of a symmetric overload situation: the input links are fully utilized (normalized load= 100%) 
and the destination addresses of the incoming cells are equally distributed. Figure 7 also shows 
that the maximum achievable throughput of the CRMA-ll controlled switch gets very close to 
100%. In the figures 8 and 9 the same model of the CRMA-ll controlled switch has been exer-
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cised with extremely asymmetric traffic: while inputs with an odd index get the same load as be
fore in figure 7, the cells on even inputs are directed only to the output with index 0 (the "hot
spot"). Figure 8 demonstrates the absolute fair sharing of this hot-spot output by the single inputs. 
Figure 9 shows the total throughput (as a sum) each input gets in this situation: the interesting 
fact is that the throughput values of the odd inputs are only neglectably impaired by the reactions 
of the fairness mechanism (the values get very close to 100% ). In figure 10 a 64x64 switch under 
the same type of asymmetric load shows that this behavior is maintained even if much larger swit
ches are considered. 

The MAC coordination principle (for a 64x64 switch with a link bit rate of 150 Mbit/s) finally 
has been compared to two alternatives of the DBA method (discussed above) and an ideal (output 
buffered) switch of the same size. Two different types of cell sources have been used for the simu
lation of the CRMA-ll coordinated switch: an uncorrelated type (where the destination of each 
cell is independent from the destination of previous cells) and an on-off type with full-rate bursts. 
In the latter case the mean burst size was 16 cells and the medium cell rate was adjusted by choos
ing the off-time accordingly. The data for the two DBA alternatives have been taken from (Wor
ster, T. et al., 1995). The source model used in those simulations can also be considered to be un
correlated since each of the inputs was loaded by a large number of independent small on-off 
sources (the peak bit rate being 10 Mbit/s at a medium bit rate of 0.1 Mbit/s and a mean burst size 
of 100 cells). Thus no significant increase of the probability that contiguous cells are destined 
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to the same output will be observed compared to the case of a random destination selection on 
a cell by cell base. 

The comparison of the throughput delay behaviour in figure 11 shows several facts: 
First the performance of the MAC coordinated switch under uncorrelated traffic gets very close 
to that of the ideal switch. Under full-rate bursts the performance of the new contention resolu
tion mechanism is still comparable to the better one of the DBA architectures (having a core size 
of 4x4 ). The DBA architecture with the 600 Mbit/s SMUs (and a core size of 16x 16) shows the 
worst performance. This might at least be partially attributed to the throughput degradation re
sulting from the much larger amount of coordination traffic required at larger core sizes. 
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5 Integration of Multicast and Prioritized Cells 
The above proposed MAC based control mechanism can be extended in a native way to permit 
differently prioritized inputs: 

Figure 12: Grouping of prioritized inputs. 
core 

By splitting the lines Rand C (at the positions Wand V) and additionally activating the scheduler 
entities in the IBCs beneath each of those interruptions the IBCs are separated into several groups 
(s. figure 12). Since the Rand Clines now only connect the IBCs within a single group fairness 
is only established between the members of this group. The line B that controls the access into 
the core still connects all of the IBC members of all groups. As the consequence the members 
of a group downstream on B can only access the bit positions left empty by the members of all 
upstream groups. Thus each group represents a own priority class of inputs. 

This structuring principle can now be used to process correctly and with little overhead cells 
with an arbitrary number of priority levels that enter an ATM switch (s. figure 13). 
The inputs of the switch are directly connected to the IBCs of the lowest priority group (LPIBCs). 
Cells of the lowest priority are completely managed by the IBCs of this group: they are stored 
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inputs LPIBCs 

~~--------'~'--------~, 
A HPIBCs, MCIBCs 

" 

Figure 13: Flexible solution for multicast and prioritized traffic. 

in sub-buffers corresponding to their destination output and are emitted into the core if the re
quired bit positions are still found empty (path X in figure 13). 

Cells of any higher priority level are processed by high-priority IBCs (HPIBCs) consisting of 
the members of the higher priority groups upstream. Corresponding to the expected throughput 
Qi of cells of a certain priority class i a group of si IBCs is composed for the service of that class. 
A number of Si specialized bit positions on the serial line control the access to the HPIBCs of that 
class. Any LPIBC manages a number of Si special sub-buffers for each priority class i (i>O). A 
LPIBCs receiving a cell of a prioritized connection (priority level i) stores that cell in one of its 
Si sub-buffers for that priority level. If the LPIBC receives a corresponding specialized bit posi
tion as empty it sets the bit on line B and is now able to transmit the cell to one of the HPIBCs 
of that priority class i (feed-back path X' in figure 13). The HPIBC then stores the cell in one 
of its sub-buffers and re-transmits it to its destination output (path X") if it receives the necessary 
empty bit position. 

This server based principle exhibits a number of advantages compared to "traditional" solu
tions for the problem of coordinating multiple priorities: 
• An arbitrary mixture of priority classes can be handled by the same infrastructure. 

The number of necessary HPIBCs always has an upper limit: since each of theN LPIBCs can 
receive and emit at most one cell per 'feel/ a maximum number of N HPIBCs (of all possible 
server groups together) is needed. The number of bit positions is also extended not more than 
by N. In the case of a symmetric switch the bit rate on the seriallir,es has only to be doubled 
to handle a nearly arbitrary number of priority classes. Traditional approaches always require 
an additional arbitration round per priority class. 

• All the necessary HPIBCs will not need more space for their implementation than a single 
line card of the switch since each of them requires only a very small buffer capacity: in the 
case of an increasing buffer length a HPIBC can send an internal backpressure signal to all 
the LPIBCs at once by presetting the specialized bit position that controls the access of the 
LPIBCs to its own input. 

• The HPIBCs can be flexibly re-partitioned into more appropriately sized groups in order to 
adapt the system to fluctuations of the relative throughput of the single priority classes. Only 
the lines C and R have to be split or re-connected at predetermined joints and some schedulers 
have to be activated respectively deactivated. Since just the assignment of sub-buffers to 
priority classes within the LPIBCs has to be adapted it is not necessary to interrupt the opera
tion of the whole system. Only the access to the HPIBCs under reconfiguration has to be 
stopped for a few cell durations by presetting the corresponding specialized bit positions. 

In the case of multicast (MC) connections this server principle also makes it unnecessary to have 
a cell duplication entity in each of the IBCs. One group ofHPIBCs is assigned to the task of serv
ing multicast cells: they become MCIBCs. Normally this will be the highest priority group but 
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also other solutions can be selected. The LPmCs are informed about this fact by the configuration 
management and treat the cells of the MC connections using the same mechanisms as with the 
other priority classes: they are deflected into the corresponding sub-buffers and routed on the 
path X' through the core to the Memes. Only there the duplication takes place as far as necessary 
(depending on the usage of different switch cores) and the copies are emitted into the core on path 
X" if the corresponding bit positions are available. 

6 Implementation and Scalability 
Most important for the scalability of the proposed approach is the number of switch ports that 
can be coordinated. Within one Tcell the frame with the bit positions (on the lines B and R) has 
to be completely clocked through all mcs in order to control the emission of cells within the fol
lowing Tcell· Assuming conservatively that the serial lines (and the serial parts of the mcs) can 
be implemented with the same speed as the serial ports of the switch core a number of around 
450 clock periods (length of an ATM cell plus internal header information) are available for this 
task. For the coordination of a symmetric switch (N input and output ports) with a medium num
berofHPmCs and Memes l.S*Nbits have to be shifted along l.S*NmCs. So in this case the 
maximum switch size will be Nmax=450/3=150. 

With a single serial line Nmax is limited by the technology for connecting the serial lines to the 
me chips. A larger Nmax therefore can be reached if parallel bundles are used. Each line within 
a bundle then conveys the bits belonging to a certain part of the switch outputs. The parallel lines 
within the bundle can mainly be processed in parallel. The only processing step that has to evalu
ate all of the lines of a bundle together is the reaction to coincidences: an me cannot set a number 
of bits (on all lines together) that exceeds the number of cells its input buffer can emit during Tcell· 
Thus the maximum number of coordinated ports is no longer limited by the interconnection tech
nology used for the implementation of the serial lines. It is only limited by the maximum delay 
of a small number of gates within the me chip. So a much larger number for Nmax is possible. 

Another interesting point is the fact that not only a special family of switch cores (with its own 
very specific properties like speedup or buffering strategy) can be used. A great deal of the funda
mental switch functions are now already done before the cells enter the core: e.g. the sorting of 
the cells corresponding to destination ports and the coordination of competing cells according 
to their priorities. Thus the switch core has only to deliver the pure connectivity function, i.e. to 
offer a way from any input to one or more outputs. This can also be implemented by using simple 
cross-bar or backplane solutions; with the cost-effective side effect that these core topologies 
offer the inherent capability of duplicating the cells within the core. 

Summary and Future Activities 
A new approach for the resolution of output port contentions in input buffered switches been pres
ented that is based on the usage of MAC protocols of high-speed LANs. The requirements for 
the applied MAC protocol have been discussed and it has been shown that a modified version of 
CRMA-II provides a very high throughput and a complete fairness even under very asymmetric 
load scenarios. The proposed architecture can be easily extended to allow an arbitrary number 
of priority levels together with an effective coordination of multicast cells. Thus very large swit
ches with throughputs of several Terabits per second can now be efficiently coordinated on the 
cell level. 

The next step in the process of further examining this approach will be a VHDL-based hard
ware-level simulation of the critical parts of this topology (e.g. input buffer controller and sched
uler) in order to further demonstrate its feasibility with common ASIC technologies. Also the 
investigation of two additional MAC protocols together with advanced simulations of the multi
cast and priority behavior are currently under way. 
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